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Fighting muscle weakness in advanced aging by take-home strategies: Safe anti-aging full-body in-bed gym and functional electrical stimulation (FES) for mobility compromised elderly people
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Abstract

All permanent or progressive muscle contractile impairments (including advanced aging-related muscle strength decline) need permanent management. A home-based physical exercise approach may be helpful. Development of implantable devices for muscle stimulation and of electroceuticals, as effective as pace-makers for cardiac arrhythmias or cochlear implants for hearing loss are still in the future and education of hospitalized patients to take-home physical exercise managements is an effective low cost alternative. Frail elderly people due to advanced age or associated diseases are often hospitalized for long periods of time. In the hospital, their already modest amount of daily physical activity is further reduced, contributing to limit their independence to enable them to leave their beds. Inspired by the proven capability to recover skeletal muscle contractility and strength by home-based Functional Electrical Stimulation even in the worse cases of neuromuscular traumatic injuries, but, guided by common sense, we suggest a short (15-20 minutes) daily routine of twelve easy-to-perform physical exercises that may be performed in bed (Full-body In-Bed Gym). If borderline sedentary persons challenge themselves, within a few days of inpatient care, the Full-body In-Bed Gym may increase muscle strength, fatigue resistance and independence in daily life activities. In surgical units, this will permit standing of patients soon after the surgery, a mandatory measure to prevent risk of thromboembolism. Full-body In-Bed Gym helps also to mitigate the bad mood that many times accompanies mobility limitations, strengthening patients' confidence in recovering partial or total independence. Continued regularly, Full-body In-Bed Gym may help to maintain the independence of frail older people and to reduce the risks of the possible serious consequences of accidental falls.

Take home message: For a long-term resting muscle the most important event is the first active muscle contraction. To transform you from a sedentary, overweight, depressed person into a more active senior, there is no need of personal trainers or devices. Read here, please, watch the video and secure a better life.

Introduction

All permanent and/or progressive muscle contractile impairments (including aging-related muscle strength decline) need permanent management. Immobility in intensive care units is associated with neuromuscular weakness, post-intensive care syndrome, functional limitations, and high hospital costs. Early mobility-based rehabilitation in intensive care units is feasible and safe [1]. Unfortunately, much less attention is paid to regular hospitalized patients, to those from long term care units. Frail elderly due to advanced age or associated diseases are often hospitalized for long periods of time. In the hospital, long term care unit, their already modest amount of daily physical activity is reduced, contributing to limit their independence and confine them for the most part to the bed. Education of hospitalized patients to take-home physical exercise programs is an effective low cost option. Inspired by the proven capability to recover skeletal muscle contractility and strength by home-based Functional Electrical Stimulation (h-bFES) even in the worse cases of neuromuscular traumatic injuries [2-4], and guided by common sense, we suggest a short (10-20 minutes) daily sequence of fifteen easy-to-perform safe physical exercises that may be performed in bed (Full-body In-Bed Gym). If borderline sedentary people persons challenge themselves, within the Full-body In-Bed Gym program may increase muscle strength, fatigue resistance and independence in daily life activities. In surgical units, this will permit standing of patients sooner after surgery, a mandatory measure to prevent risk of thromboembolism. The Full-body In-Bed Gym program helps also to mitigate the bad mood that accompanies mobility limitations, strengthening confidence of patients in recovering partial or total independence [5,6]. Continued regularly, Full-body In-Bed Gym may help to maintain the independence of frail older people and to reduce the risks of the possible serious consequences of accidental falls.

It is never too early, it is never too late to start Anti-Aging Full-body In-Bed Gym!

Active persons, i.e., those able to make 25 consecutive push-ups,
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do not need the exercises shown in Figure 1. All other persons may start with 5 repetitions of each suggested exercise of the In-Bed Gym Program:

(Figure 1. A, B, Flexion and extension of ankles; C, Cycling movements; D, E, Arms up and down; F, Deep breathing; G and H, Forward bending; I, To raise your pelvis; J, K, L, Neck torsions; M, Lift the body; N, O, Lift the legs; P, Stand up from bed; Q, Get up on his toes; R, Push up (Active person). After every successive week, they may add groups of 5 additional exercises up to 30. The routine may last from 10 (at the beginning of the muscles’ training) to 30 minutes, when 30 repetitions of each exercise are reached.

Figure 1 shows the series of safe and easy exercises that elderly persons could perform resting in bed. Figure 1, A and B suggest to start every morning the Full-body In-Bed Routine with flexions and extensions of ankles; Figure 1, C and D demonstrate that leg and abdomen muscle could be activated by cycling movements; Figure 1, E and F show arm up and down exercise. Notice, please, that hand muscles are also activated; Figure 1, G show how deep breathing could be performed; Figure 1, H and I show forward bending exercise; Figure 1, J and K suggest how to raise your pelvis to activate back muscles, glutei and posterior leg muscles; Figure 1, L to O demonstrate neck torsions; Figure 1, P suggest to lift the upper part of the body in sitting position to exercise arm muscles; Figure 1, P and Q, demonstrate how to lift the legs in sitting position to strength quadriceps muscles; Figure 1, S and T show standing up and get up on his toes, respectively. Further, a video may be downloaded from the link: http://www.bio.unipd.it/bam/video/InterviewCarraro-tutorial.mp4

If elderly persons can’t, or are reluctant to, perform physical exercises, functional electrical stimulation may mimic them and be almost equally useful in terms of maintaining skeletal muscle strength and endurance [2-4].

Aging is an unavoidable process, if lethal diseases do not prematurely end survival. Strong evidence of this concept has been recently provided by Gava et al., 2013 [7], describing the power decay of the series of World Records obtained by Master Athletes (from 30 to 100 years).

Skeletal muscle strength with age, indeed, continues to decline, almost linearly, to zero at the age of 110 years. Recently, we have discovered evidence that denervation of muscle fibers contributes to atrophy and slowness of aged muscles by comparing muscles of lifelong active seniors to those of sedentary elderly people [8]. We found that the sportsmen have more muscle mass and slow fiber groupings, providing in this way evidence that physical activity maintains slow motoneurons, which re-innervate muscle fibers which were previously denervated [9-11]. On the other hand, a premature muscle atrophy and degeneration occurs with irreversible and complete conus and cauda equine syndrome consequent to a lumbar/sacral spinal cord injury. Under this condition a complete loss of muscle fibers within five-eight years is expected [12-14].

The impact of muscle denervation on aging skeletal muscle fibers is a relatively new topic [15,16]. This is related in part to the difficulties in using molecular approaches to determine whether motor neurons release chemical neurotrophic agents to the muscle fibers of the motor units. Such a mechanism contributes to the development and maintenance of the neuromuscular junctions. However, if and which chemical trophic factors influence the synchronized expression of the hundreds of nuclei belonging to a single muscle fiber remains unknown. The synchronized spread of muscle action potential seems to be, on the contrary, a more rational mechanism [17]. Despite this opinion, the conclusions of recent reviews are that functional electrical stimulation (FES) is poorly used and ineffective in rehabilitation of elderly patients [14,15,18]. Aging skeletal muscle presents both a loss of muscle mass and a conspicuous reduction in myofiber plasticity [15,18-20], by alterations in muscle-specific transcriptional mechanisms. During the aging process, protein synthetic rates decrease and an increase in protein degradation follows [4,21,22].

Ineffective damage repair is a contributory cause of functional impairment during aging [23-25], promoting the detrimental replacement of functional contractile muscle with fibrous connective tissue [22]. Volitional physical exercise can reverse these processes. Interestingly, it has been shown that both acute and prolonged resistance exercise stimulates the proliferation of satellite cells [27]. This fact may be explained by the increased levels of myostatin, a negative regulator of muscle mass. Furthermore, it has been reported an increase in autophagy in the muscle of athletic people, suggesting that exercise may activate important systems that detoxify muscle cells [28]. Other evidence suggests that training and regular exercise increase muscle strength and attenuate sarcopenia by modulating expression of autophagy, myokines (IL-6) and IGF-1 [29,30].
Unfortunately, elderly people may be unable or reluctant to adequately participate in physical exercise. FES could be an alternative. Stimulators for neuromuscular electrical stimulation (ES) are especially suited for elderly people requirements [31]. As detailed in Kern et al., 2014 [4], older persons may be exposed to regular neuromuscular ES training. These constant voltage stimulation devices can be safely applied during home use. Starting two times a week for the first 3 weeks and then switching to three times a week for the next 6 weeks, for a total amount of 24 training sessions (3 × 10 minutes for each session) ES is safe and effective. After detailed instructions, ES training may be performed by the subjects themselves at home, using a two-channel multiphase, multibat, fully-erected stimulator [26]. The subjects apply two conductive rubber electrodes (9 × 14 cm; 126 cm²) which are attached to the skin by wet sponge on the anterior thigh on both sides (left/right). The electrode pairs for left and right thigh muscles are connected to the two channels of the stimulator. This allows independent activation of the left and right thigh muscles, which are alternatively stimulated. Each repetition (muscle contraction) was evoked by a 3.5 s train (60 Hz) of electrical pulses (rectangular, biphasic, width 0.6 ms). Consecutive contractions of the same thigh are separated by 4.5 s off intervals. The subjects ought to be instructed to increase the stimulation intensity until their maximal tolerance is reached. Using this approach a full knee extension is achieved in all subjects. Nevertheless, a mean stimulation current of 128 +/- 16 mA and voltage of 39 +/- 14 V may be well tolerated. The outcome is a significant increase in muscle strength, associated with an increase of fast muscle fibers, which are the first to respond to ES and are well related to the power of skeletal muscle [4,20]. We observed in our group of elderly persons that ES increases expression of IGF1, the markers of satellite cell proliferation and extracellular matrix remodeling, downregulating the expression of proteases [4,20]. There is also a collagen remodeling during both volitional physical exercise and ES. Three different forms of collagen are up-regulated in electrically stimulated muscle [14,15], but the increase in collagen does not likely stimulate fibrosis, as is shown by both morphological evidence and the increase in expression of miR29 [32]. Functional tests of trained subjects showed that there are ES induced improvements of leg muscle strength and mobility [33,34]. ES significantly increased the size (diameter) of fast type muscle fibers, and the number of Pax7- and NCAM-positive satellite cells. Moreover, no signs of muscle damage and/or inflammation were observed in analyzed muscle biopsies [4,20]. Altogether, these results demonstrate that physical exercise, either voluntary or induced by ES, improves the functional performance of aging muscles. Of course, physical training can’t stop the aging process, but ES is a safe home-based method that can counteract atrophy of fast twitch muscle fibers.

Age-related muscle power strength is partially attributable to a loss of innervation and it can be delayed by a life-long high-level activity [3-5]. Diseases involving permanent denervation show a similar, but premature, aging process and much more severe muscle deterioration. Despite doubts and criticisms of related literature [35,36], we have shown that, with appropriate protocols, h-bFES can even inhibit degeneration of denervated muscle and even reverse it [2,37,38]. Therefore, use of FES should be extended from critical care units to rehabilitation centers, nursing facilities and at home of the elderly population [39-42].
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